ABSTRACT
To begin let us remind you of the specific motivation that led to the application of supersymmetry' to grand unified models.
It was the problem of three mass scales that we did not understand in terms of each others.
These were the Planck mass Mp k 1Olg GeV which we know from the gravitational interactions, the speculative grand unification scale MX N 1014-1016 GeV related to proton decay and MW w 100 GeV, the breakdown scale of the weak interactions. A first inspection of these three scales shows that MW is tiny compared to the other scales:
Mw z 0. One would like to understand why this is the case.
An explanation could be a symmetry that. In such a model we assume that the gravitino mass is of the order of the weak scale and there are now two questions to be answered:
(1) How does one obtain a small scale m 3/Z?
(2) How does the breakdown of local supersymmetry induce the breakdown of the weak interactions?
We restrict ourselves to models where m3i2 is the only small scale and where the weak interactions are restored in the limit m3i2 + 0. Before we start our discussion we give the necessary formulae following the work of Cremmer et al. 5 for a single chiral superfield (z,x,h) coupled to supergravity. The model is -characterized by a Kshler potential (M=MP) ( 1) where g(z) is the superpotential and
represents the choice of kinetic terms. Globally "normal" kinetic terms correspond to7
-.
To discuss the model in supergravity one often makes the simplifying assumption of minimal kinetic terms 9= which we will also use throughout this paper.
In the presence of supergravity the scalar kinetic terms become .FG=z-. 
Observe that the relation MS = Evac is no longer valid in the local case.
The massless Goldstino is absorbed by the gravitino which has a mass Mi m3/2 =-. J5M
This concludes our presentation of the notation.
The most exciting property of N=l supergravity is the possibility to induce large mass gaps.
A large hierarchy of mass scales can appear in which two large masses induce a small mass.
This behavior has first been observed in a pure Yang Mills gauge theory coupled to supergravity,4*a A condensation of the gauginos X at a scale <xx> = p3 was shown to break local supers 3 ytry at a scale M z -u3/M resulting in a gravitino mass m3/2 w u /M . A scale u as large as the grand unification scale MX and the scale M induce a small gravitino mass of order of a few TeV. A closer look at the situation showed that in this case nothing else could have happened since we know that the XX-condensation does not break global supersymmetry.' The breakdown scale Mg has to be suppressed by l/M to disappear in the global limit M -+ a.
Meanwhile the general coupling of Yang Mills interactions to N=l supergravity has been worked out.6 Consider a pure gauge theory and a chiral superfield in supergravity.1° The transformation of the chiral fermion now reads as follows -.
Suppose that G' vanishes at the minimum. A condensation of the gauge fermion breaks supersymmetry provided that f'(z) = af(z)/az is nonzero, The function f(z) denotes nonminimal kinetic terms for the gauge interactions.
Such nonminimal kinetic terms are known to exist in extended supergravities, whereas in N=l supergravity this function is a free parameter.
Suppose we choose f(z) = 1 + CJ; . 
This is true for general f as long as the vacuum expectation values of the scalar fields are not much larger than the Planck scale.
The condensate will in general lead to a cosmological constant as can be seen from the general form of the potential 2 v= -3exp
This cosmological constant can however be cancelled by the scalar sector at the cost of one fine tuning of parameters.
This will be seen later in special examples.
The most important result is Eq. (14), m3i2 -ou3/M2. In principle one could imagine such a relation to occur in models with only chiral superfields. Suppose one has a superpotential-g(z) with an intrinsic scale p. In general one would then expect to have at the minimum go = Au3 where X is a coupling constant. If global supersymmetry would be broken this would lead to Mg w Xv2 not much different from the scale u. Suppose now however that we have broken supergravity with vanishing vacuum energy. Formulae (8) and (10) then lead to I comparable to (13).
Unfortunately nobody was able up to now to find a superpotential that leads to (16) where vanishing vacuum energy is achieved for the absolute minimum of the potential.
The only known superpotential that has broken supersymmetry and Evac=O at the absolute minimum is5 -.
with B = t(2 -fi)M. The supersymmetry breakdown is of order m and one has to choose m w 10 l1 GeV to obtain a gravitino mass in the TeV range.
In the dynamical case CEq. (14)l the scale p could, however, be as large as the grand unification scale to obtain m3j2 N O(Mw).
Given now a scale m3/2 N O(Mw) we are confronted with the question how to apply the supersymmetry breaking11a20 to models of quarks, leptons and Higgs particles.
The supersymmetry breakdown has to appear in general in a distant (hidden) sector in order to keep the splittings in the observable particle spectrum as small as "312. This can be achieved of the hidden sector couples only gravitationally to the observable sector.
The superpotential is split into two pieces, e.g.
_-where z denotes the hidden fields and Li the observable fields. We now want to discuss the question under which circumstances the breakdown of supergravity can induce the breakdown of the weak interactions and thus provide a link between m312 and Mw. We will split this discussion into two parts and first discuss the SU(3) x SU(2) xU(1) model in the TeV-region and later on include grand unified models.
In (26) A=& ; B = -2 (27) It is evident that we can reach all values 1.59 2 B 2 -2 by varying $ in the range 0 I B < 2M. One thus can obtain models where B is close to zero.
B remained still universal and this might cause problems as has been pointed out by Frsre, Jones and Raby.'* They showed that in models with A 2 3fi the absolute minimum usually corresponds to broken electric charge, due to the small Yukawa coupling that is responsible for the electron mass. This is a serious problem but it could perhaps be cured with cosmological argumentsthe absolute minimum is separated by a high barier.22
This problem exists strictly because of the universality of B. This universality, however, is broken by radiative corrections which _ enhances the B values for quarks and leptons and reduces those for the Higgses of the model has a top quark mass larger than 20 GeV.23 _ A model with A close to 3 and B, close to one would not suffer from this problem.
It might even be that B is changed to negative values by radiative corrections. Starting with B=l this however requires a large lower bound mt N 60 GeV on the top quark mass. 24 It might therefore be useful to consider models with potential like (23) which have a small B.l",lg It is thus possible to construct models in which the gravitino mass induces the breakdown of the weak interactions, and which contain no small mass parameters.
The breakdown of SU (2) xU (1) is solely induced by supergravity which can be read off from (23); in the limit "312 -+ 0 SU(2) xU (1) is restored. The next step is to include grand unification. The superpotential g(Li) now contains also heavy fields. For these heavy fields we allow explicit mass parameters p of the order of the grand unification scale. -.
For the light fields we however still impose condition (19). This discussion is still relevant here since there is a hidden way12s2o to break this condition in grand unified models, which usually leads to a breakdown of SU(2) xU(1) through a fine tuning.
Let us take a simple example to explain this g =,XAz4H5i$ + mH5HT . (28) In this model one has to fine tune to keep the Higgs doublets massless. One solves the equations lglil =0 and determines the vacuum expectation value of A24.
One then adjusts m in such a way that the Higgs . doublets remain massless. This is the right way to fine tune in a globally supersymmetric model. In local supersymmetry one has to fine tune differently.
The vev of A24 is determined from lgli+ (L2/M2>gI =O and differs from the one in the global theory slightly by an amount of order rn3i2: If one now fine tunes in the global limit one induces a small mHH mass parameter in the local theory.
This leads sometimes to a breakdown of SU(2) xLJ(l), but this is not a breakdown induced by supergravity.
It can be removed by a slightly different choice of the fine tuning procedure. Models that avoid the fine tuning through group theoretical reasons25 (like models with 75, 50 and 50 representations) immediately rule out this possibility.
As a result, the low energy effective potential remains unchanged.
To discuss grand unified models we use a toy model with one light (L) and one heavy field (B) and a superpotential g = uB2 + AlB3 + h2B2L + X3L3 + X4BL2 .
In the Observe that all splittings are of order m3i2 except for the last term which is of order um3/2.
Thus the heavy fields are split by a large amount, and one has to worry whether this might induce large splittings in the low energy sector through radiative corrections. The light fields are coupled to the heavy ones through the couplings X2 and X4. Let us discuss the two terms separately.
The effect of X4 can be seen in the tadpole of Fig. 1 . It gives a contribution ~m3,2(L2+L*2) in leading order. This is however cancelled by the graph in Fig. 2 . What remains are contributions of order rnsi2.
Graphs where a vertex uXl (in Fig. 1 ) is replaced by Am3/2hl also give contributions of order m$,2(L2+L*2). Thus the hierarchy remains stable. The exercise shows however that m3/2 cannot be much larger than the weak interaction scale MW, even of the parameters A and B are very small.
We proceed to discuss the terms proportional to h2 (from h2B2L). A graph like Fig. 3 
